Shared use of controller



EZrap Carbon Heater mat and belt share the same controller.
You can purchase only a heating belt without the controller when you
have previously bought a complete set of a heating mat (including a controller).
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Distributor

Product Features
◆

Increase in deep body temperature through
stimulation of the dermal layer using far infrared
radiation.

◆

Generation of very comfortable and natural
thermal energy

5-step heat regulation
◆ Powerful 5-step safety system
◆ 3-step timer (1Hr, 2Hr, 15Hr)
◆

◆

Built-in auto overheating control (for prevention
of low-temperature burns)

◆

Reduced static and Electromagnetic waves
Shared use of the same controller between both
belt and mat (excellent compatibility)
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EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats is
very safe and easy to handle.
This product does not contain electric heating wire,
but it is 100% made of carbon yarns; you can store
it conveniently in any place.
This product permits folding or rolling to your desired
shape.
This product can be stored conveniently in the shape
and in the place you want when it is unused
for a long period of time.

Optimal thickness and rigid sewing

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats
made of 100% carbon nano-tube yarns,
eco-friendly materials, and natural cotton,
will present the most natural and healthful heat.
EZrap Carbon Heater Heating mats are manufactured by Doctor Supply that specializes
in the development and manufacture of medical instruments. These safe and healthful
mats are made of a composite material that combines cutting-edge carbon nano-tube
yarn-based fleece that boasts of excellent heat-retaining ability with natural cotton that is
harmless to the human body.
Especially, our mats provide users with natural thermal energy of far infrared radiation
emitted from carbon nano-tube yarns, which will enable them to enjoy a uniform
increase in body temperature together with a feeling of coziness and comfort.

makes this product very thin yet tough enough
to enable easy use and convenient storage.
These features are unique and possible only to
EZrap Carbon Heater heating mat,
for it contains no electric heating wire.

Separation of a mat for 2 persons
(connected by a zipper)
This mat is detachable;
it can be separated into two parts, if necessary,
so each can be used individually.
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EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats place top priority on our users’safety.
Our products are developed with most consideration given to customers’
safety
Safety is special but our customers take it for granted, for this is the basic development
principle of our products.

Acclaimed as
the best patent

5-Step safety
system

No Heating wire

Safe DC24V

Reduced EM
waves/static
electricity

Low power
consumption

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats promise to present a feeling of
comfort beyond all imagination and the most healthful thermal energy.
Our products are developed to present healthful heat to our customers.
The spirit of delivering natural and healthful heat to all people is another basic principle
that we have strived for in EZrap Carbon Heater.

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mat
is very safe and convenient.
Unlike general heating mats, our heating mat
uses 100% carbon nano-tube yarns without the use
of heating wire which enables adoption of a dual
heating system.
It is equipped with a 5-step safety system which
prevents the product from getting heated above 75°
C
providing a protection against low-temperature burns.

100 Carbon
nano-tube

Emission of
far infrared
radiation

Eco-friendly
materials

Fabric of
pure cotton

No heating
wire

Rapid heating

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats are easy to use and they are very logical.

Carbon Yarn

◆ Emit far infrared radiation
◆ Exhibit excellent heat conduction
◆ Provide uniform and comfortable

heat

Our products are developed for everybody to make easy use.
Compared with many heating mats available at high prices for their features, our products
will be offered at very reasonable prices.

◆ Reduce electromagnetic waves
◆ are safe because there is no

heating wire used

◆ Eco-friendly

Natual Pulp

materials (cotton,
rayon)
◆ Natural fabric harmless to
humans
◆ Minimized/little skin irritation,
even to a sensitive skin

5-Step
temperature
control

Automatic timer

Convenient
storage

LED Status
panel

Light weight

Hand-washable

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats
are the most reasonable ones.
They will satisfy customers’individual
requirements through a wide range
of specifications.
EZrap Carbon Heater is a brainchild of our
company’s long-term research and development.
Our company aims to offer its customers an
assortment of products at the most reasonable
prices and in various sizes so that they can suit
customers’ individual needs and afford customers
maximum convenience.

Products

Dimension

Mat for 1 person

75cm X 145cm

Mat for 2 person

150cm X 145cm

Mini pad

50cm X 98cn

Sitting cushion

35cm X 45cm

EZrap Carbon Heater Heating Mats come with differentt
controllers.
Make a choice from 3 controller types that can best fit
in with your circumstance.

Type A Controller

5-stage temperature control
3-stage time selection
◆ LED status display
◆ Memory of the previous step
in case of re-operation
◆ Urethane grip mounted

Type B Controller

◆

◆

◆

◆

Dial-type temperature controller
Belt tightening by Velcro tape

※ The images and designs of these mats are subject
to change without prior notice for the purpose of
improvement of their quality.

Large-sized battery (Option)
Detachable Controller
Our heating mats allow separation
of temperature controller and
power cable from their main body,
providing easy and convenient management.
In addition, you can replace a
temperature controller for normal
operation, even in the event power
is shut down due to overheating.

Large-sized lithium ion battery
Lamp of battery remainder
confirmation
◆ Manual temperature control
function
◆ Power supply on/off function
◆ Attachable to the Valcro belt
◆
◆

Emission of
far infrared
radiation

Reduced EM
waves/static
electricity

Fabric of
pure cotton

Light weight

